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Basic Detail Report

Kroj

Medium
textile

Description
Part of child's kroj; white blouse with drawstring at 
neckline and cuffs; black crocheted lace at ends of cuffs; 
black floral embroidery and cutout work just above lace at 
cuffs; black floral embroidery and cutout work across 
centers of sleeves (horizontal) dark purple ribbon is 
attached at bottom; ribbon is tied into a bow with two 
long tails; large red and dark red flowers, as well as large 
red and orange flowers are embroidered onto ribbon; 
small yellow and red flowers are embroidered in between 
larger ones; greenery fills the spaces in between * was 
pinned to cap (2011.55.13) white lace cap with multi-
colored cording, embroidery and sequins around face 
opening; wide silver metallic lace framesthe face opening; 
white ribbon with floral embroidery (dark blue, orange, 
yellow and green) is next to the silver lace; lines of multi-
colored sequins surround the ribbon; a waved design of 
green and silver sequins comes next; clear beads are 
sewn to the silver sequins; narrow silver cording with blue 

and pink sequins comes next; followed by a line of small flowers created by tiny pink beads around white 
bead centers; finally gold metallic cording finishes the cap with only the white lace back next to it; bottom 
of cap is gathered around a drawstring white collar with black crocheted lace across bottom and on sides; 
scalloped line of satin stitching follows around just above lace; two straight lines of stitching just above 
satin stiched line; the rest of the collar is covered with black floral embroidery and cutout work; a small 
triagnular shape in the center of the top edge has been left white black apron with white crocheted lace 
across bottom; lace has some red detailing in circular shapes; multi-colored floral embroidery across 
bottom (just above lace) and half way up center; colors include: pink, red, green, yellow, blue, white and 
gold; gathered at waist; two black ties for closure red skirt with yellow embroidered flowers sewn into two 
horizontal rows across skirt (one across top half and one across bottom); each flower has a green stem and 
several leaves; gathered at waist; one hook and two eyes for closure (can be adjusted big or small) dark 
blue brochade vest with red fabric across bottom, around arms and neck; brochade has multi-colored floral 
designs throughout (red, purple, yellow, royal blue, orange, dark red and green); gold metallic cording and 
sequins line the red fabric; a clear bead is sewn at each sequin; a rough heart shape formed from the gold 
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metallic cording is sewn in the center of the back; sequins are sewn around the cording; a clear bead at 
each sequin; two hook and eye closures are at the front opening (the eyes are red thread loops); one hook 
and eye closure at each shoulder (eyes are red thread loops)

Dimensions
Overall: 19 in. (48.3 cm)


